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Where Shall I Begin?
It seems only yesterday that I first became interested in Electronics. Introduced to the crystal radio
receiver at the age of nine by my Father, I was fascinated by the way that shorting out the turns on a coil
could change the station being received; even more so when tickling the cats whisker for loudest signal.
This interest was enhanced by the pursuits of my brother Tom who was interested in constructing valve
radio receivers of various kinds. I used to think, “How can these glass globes, glowing red inside, receive
and amplify radio signals simply clutched from the air”.
At the age of eleven, I had learnt the resistor colour code, mastered how rectification and smoothing was
achieved and began experimenting with the new device called a Germanium Transistor. My school pal
Roy Coombe was also keen on acquiring old radio sets from various jumble sales and we had a lot of fun
producing smoke as well as noises from the sets loudspeakers. I remember one set he had, a very large
Cossor Radio and we compared the insides to a Family, crazy maybe but we were just kids, the rectifier
was of course Mother, the large output valve was Father and the other smaller valves were the kids. Any
that had lost vacuum and turned White inside were of course Grand Parents  .
At school, I had entered a display of wireless components at the annual open day. I remember finding the
largest thermionic valve that I could find, a Cossor P65O Power Triode, which I placed alongside a
transistor to emphasise the advances in electronics.
Teachers were amazed when I showed them a four transistor reflex receiver that I had constructed, giving
good loudspeaker volume when, during the lunch break, it was tuned to the BBC’s ‘workers playtime’.
My pocket money was earned on Saturdays, working in a small radio shop in Harefield called G.C.
Hampstead Ltd. Here I was free to do what I loved most, getting involved with the repair of Radio and
Television receivers and sometimes the odd electrical appliance.
Most of all, I was learning something too!
My pocket money was spent at various Jumble Sales, buying old 1930`s wooden radio sets like Roy had
done and I soon acquired a large selection of very old and probably worn out radio components.
But I was having fun! I learned how to use a Multimeter and a Valve Tester. Best of all was an electric
soldering iron as my Mum was getting fed up with me using her gas cooker to heat one up; she also did
not like all the flux that found its way onto the cooker top.
Electronics at school however was a disappointment. Not even the basics of electricity were covered in
science class, rather more about expansion of railway lines and the construction of potato clamps!
We had a new science teacher in my 9th year; he set the class an examination to find out what we knew or
didn’t know. Ninety percent of the questions were to do with electricity like wire colours, fuses, batteries,
all of which was like the proverbial walk in the park for me, but I will never forget the blank faces on the
rest of the class and the constant begging for me to give them the answers.
I found a small induction coil of the type that was fitted in telephones at that time. I wired it up to an
interrupter relay powered by a 3 volt bicycle battery and disguised it all inside an OXO Tin, I appreciate
that many of you may not know what that is. It was a fairly decent sized Tin Box that contained OXO
cubes used to make Gravy. I had to wait a long time before Mum let me have an empty one.
I used to get everyone in the playground to make a long chain by holding hands and I would get those at
the ends to hold on to a wire. I would give the whole lot of them a shock when I pressed the ON button,
quite safe I thought, a very high voltage but very low current. 
With the burning desire to become more involved with electronics, I took the wrong decision to leave
school early at the age of fifteen.
I had convinced myself that I was not going to learn anything about electronics here at school and I was
probably right about that!
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My First Jobs
As was the practice in those times, I was to report to the local youth employment office to decide the
correct course for my chosen career. I had hoped to become employed by a large electronics concern,
located in the nearby town of Borehamwood. The company in question was Elliott Brothers and were
well known for their involvement in the latest 'state of the art' electronics.
However, manufacturing high technology goods is one thing, but employing a fifteen year old lad with no
qualifications is another. Even more so when this same lad requests a full apprenticeship!
The Youth Employment Officer suggested a local electrical installation company that would be willing to
take me on as an apprentice.
So I was to start my career working for J.W. Russell & Co. as an apprentice electrician.
My first six months were not to be spent learning about installation, but rather being employed in a store
room as an assistant. Despite my early misgivings, this period of time was most useful as I learnt about
conduit fittings, light fixtures, cable sizes, types of fuses and everything else an electrician needs to
know. I was to find out at such a young age, that there were people that you worked with who would help
you in many ways yet there were some who, for an unknown reason, seemed to take an instant dislike to
you. One person was Mr. Smith who really liked to throw his weight around and seemed incapable of the
faintest smile. I was told to make tea for the office staff upstairs but Mr. Smith remonstrated in the loudest
way that I had made his tea in a Yellow cup and he had a phobia about Yellow cups!
But there were some great people working there too, Doug Clay and the draughtsman Mr. Knight. In the
main store was dear old Reg and on the trade counter was a Roy Smith who was everybody’s favourite.
I remember him loading up my bicycle with conduit, boxes and switches that I then pushed all the way
from Watford to Aldenham School, a distance of some miles and up some nasty hills. It was impossible if
not too dangerous to ride the bicycle with this heavy load; one could feel the frame twisting as it was
pushed.
Despite doing some good installation work during the following twelve months, I was to be denied an
apprenticeship despite the many promises that I had been given, matched by the large number of requests
that I had made. Plus Mr. Smith was becoming more of a bully, I don’t think he ever forgave my mistake
with the Yellow cup.
My friend George, who owned the Radio and Television shop in Harefield, came to the rescue with a
good job offer and a promise of an apprenticeship. I worked quite happily at Harefield and I became
very familiar with the products of that time and their common faults. My electrical experience came in
handy for such tasks as installing bathroom heaters, wall lights and fluorescent fittings.
George really was a character and this photo of him having a
seaside paddle epitomises him perfectly.
During this time I was under certain pressures at home to
become a fully indentured apprentice. This I tried to do when it
was time for enrolment in the nearest technical college, but this
was to be a disaster! There was I with no formal qualifications,
amongst two hundred and fifty other people who had
qualifications, looking to be a lucky hopeful for a class of twenty
five.
What do I have to do to learn a trade!
I was told that by the next year I would be too old for an
apprenticeship.

There was however one place where I may possibly learn a trade, the Royal Navy!
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The Royal Navy
My RN career started in 1964 and initial training took place at HMS Raleigh in Cornwall.

MEET THE GANG! – HMS RALEIGH – NEW ENTRIES UNDER P.O. FOWKE.
After my six weeks part 1 training, I was drafted to HMS Collingwood for specialisation training.
This is 160C Mess, despite mass reconstruction at HMS Collingwood, it is still there. It holds lots of
memories for me because not only was it home for me as a new entry, I was also to return there for my
Leading Rates course where I was also in charge of a batch of new entries. It is now a small Chapel.
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The specialisation you were given depended on attaining a good pass mark in early examinations.
Those doing well became REM’s (Radio Electrical Mechanics) else you became EM’s (Electrical
Mechanics). I put my early knowledge of radio to best effect and passed for REM which is what I really
wanted. The difference was quite amazing as an REM had to learn about components, build a transmitter,
an oscilloscope time base circuit and learn about a very wide range of equipment. Quite a diverse range of
faults were placed on such equipment as radio receivers and radar outfits and was quite challenging at
times.
The EM’s had it a bit easier as they were involved in power generation, distribution, motors (both DC and
AC) and battery systems along with telephone circuits. It wasn’t easy for them though as equipment was
just as diverse, for example oil fired ranges in the ships Galley and arc lamps used by the communicators.

Loch Fada
My first draft, HMS Loch Fada, an old tub from the Second World War!
She certainly showed her age, with most of her machinery running from DC supplies. My work was
mainly on Radar outfits 277 & 975, the former giving 400kW from an input power of 1 Megawatt.

The Radio Telegraphy equipment was comprised of superhet communications receivers, a 150 Watt
CW/AM transmitter known as the outfit 89 and a few Creed teleprinters.
The receivers weighed in excess of 1 cwt.! (51 kg).
There was a small UHF outfit called the 691 with its companion receiver type CUH.
I never had to do anything with these outfits, not even in later ships that used them.
They were a very rugged and reliable piece of kit and not like an Army UHF set that was used on the sea
boats and in fact the Malaysian Navy used them too on their patrol boats. We were often tasked to help
the Malaysians with this radio, the problem was with the battery packs and they had a short life if not kept
on charge. I was unable to convince the stores that I needed more in the stores, they were expensive
battery packs and thus the reluctance to get more. The radios were all transistor except for the output
stage which was valve. A poor battery prevented the set from switching correctly from receive to
transmit. It was done in a weird way, keeping the output valve at half heat on its filaments then when the
transmit button was pressed, full voltage went to the filaments and the increase in current through the
valve operated the Receive/Transmit relay. A poor battery did not light the valve enough for correct relay
operation.
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A NAVAL B40 RECEIVER.

This was the main receiver fitted on-board
Loch Fada. The similar looking B41 was used
for Radio Teletype (RTTY) operation..
The Petty Officer Telegraphist (P.O.Tel.) who
was in charge of the wireless office was of the
old school, trained to maintain as well as
operate. He disliked intensely, anyone who
went into the wireless office to carry out
planned maintenance on the equipment.
This led to many vociferous exchanges and
eventually a formal complaint was lodged.
After that, there was never any problem in
doing repair work to the equipment.

Being a DC ship, voltage regulation for the Radar transmitter was accomplished using a carbon pile
regulator. I would dread the trip into the steamy engine room to operate high current breakers on the main
switchboard. None of the blade switches were enclosed and in rough weather, standing on a wet oily
footplate, my mind often conjured up pictures of someone falling on top of those high current carrying
switches. I just made doubly sure that it wasn't me!
The Indonesian campaign was in progress and I was commended upon my work by the Captain, when an
emergency situation arose. Supply fuses to the Radar antenna pedestal were blown and using my fault
finding skills quickly located a metal switch assembly which had a fractured Bakelite contact roller. This
component was deep inside the radar controller assembly and was a bitch to extricate, especially laying
on ones belly and working under torch light. In order to get the system working I asked the shipwright to
manufacture a switch contact roller out of wood as there was no spare switch carried in the ships stores.
It remained in position for many weeks until the ship docked back at Singapore. I was the sole maintainer
of the 277/293 radar outfit and the 1st lieutenant told me that of all the very many ships he had been on
that used the 277/293 radar, mine gave the best picture he had ever seen. He used to test me at times; I
remember getting a shake at 3 a.m. to be told the bridge radar display was not showing a picture. A quick
check of the display in my office showed a good picture so it had to be the bridge display that was at
fault. Upon arrival I checked the very basic things first, starting with the brilliance control; I found it had
been turned down! When asked by the 1st lieutenant what it was I simply replied “Just a control setting
Sir, no problem”.
It was on Loch Fada that I nearly died, twice! I had a fault in the Radar antenna pedestal and went up the
mainmast to check out some wiring, all fuses were removed down below of course. When I touched the
suspect wiring I received quite a packet which, taking me by surprise caused me to fall back. Only the
guard rail catching the back of my neck saved me from plummeting down to the deck below. I went down
to the radar room only to find a non-technical rating playing about with the still connected 500V megger
used for testing insulation! My second brush with death was even more unexpected. We had a range unit
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that had never worked, a range unit produced range markers on the radar display. The output should be a
1 volt signal but when I attached a clip wire to it my vision became all White, like looking at a blank
piece of paper. This was accompanied by what I can describe as a massive slap on the chest. Luckily the
ship was at sea, she rolled and it caused me to break contact. I landed in a heap on the deck with a very
worried Chief REA asking me if I was alright. I spent the rest of the day in sick bay as a precautionary but
next day I just had to find out what had gone wrong with the output of the range unit.
A short circuit component was placing -800V DC onto the terminal!
This picture taken at the HMS Collingwood Museum shows what a typical 277/293 Radar outfit looks
like. Loch Fada used the 277 outfit, the only difference to that of the 293 was the type of antenna
employed.

After spending a short term at the RN Tactical School in Woolwich, maintaining the war games
simulation equipment, I was drafted to HMS Collingwood once more for my Leading Rates Course.
This course was more extensive, giving an in-depth coverage of Semiconductors, Electronics I - IV and
Workshop. Radar, Teleprinters, Navigation Aids and single sideband equipments were also covered.
I stated above that the course was extensive, it was also intensive and I consider it to have been one of the
most important times in my electronics career.
When my course was completed some eleven months later, I was drafted to a wireless telegraphy station
on Horsea Island. This island disappeared from the map sometime after I left the Navy due to the
construction of the Southampton Motorway. At Horsea Island I was engaged with the operation and repair
of high powered radio transmitters covering HF and using powers of 7kW.
The equipment was mainly Marconi SWB 11’s and SWB 8’s with HDlO drivers.
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The station also had three Marconi HS31 self tune transmitters. The `antenna farm` was quite extensive
with many rhombic antennas. These had to be checked each day because the copper earth rods were a
target for the local gypsies! I used to watch the lads training to be ships divers, entering the water in
diving gear, swimming across the Torpedo test range then double around (some distance) back to where
they started. They then had to do it all over again and quite a few times too. I admired and respected them
deeply as I knew I would never have the stamina to do it myself. Horsea Island W/T was the best draft I
ever had, we grew marrows in the garden outside and when ready, slit them open and packed them with
demerara sugar with some yeast. Bound together with masking tape they would be held in the wood crates
the large ACT9 power valves came in, strategically placed over a bucket to catch the fermented marrow
rum. Great days 
After this came a draft to the Leander Class Frigate HMS Arethusa, a draft that was to last two and a half
years!

HMS Arethusa - My home for two and a half years!
The type of equipment was extensive and I gained experience on Radar Jamming equipment using
backward wave oscillators and special receivers using travelling wave tubes. Due to reliability problems
with the VHF/UHF equipment, I was transferred internally to this department and there I was destined to
remain.
Upon taking over the equipment I found it in very bad shape and by providing a good servicing routine,
the equipment was to perform correctly for the duration of my appointment.
There were lots of remote control boxes fitted around the ship, all connected to a plug panel in the Main
Wireless Office (MWO). Here it was possible to assign any remote control box to any transmitter/receiver
combination and apart from the remote boxes in the MWO, all of the other boxes were defunct.
It took a couple of weeks but I was able to get all of the boxes working.
There was also an associated remote control drawer fitted to each Transmitter and Receiver and these also
had faults that prevented the repaired remote boxes from working.
Only one of the control drawers had me beaten!
I knew where the fault was and suspected it as being a broken wire behind a connector, BUT it was
impossible to pull out the control drawer as the ventilation trunking was in the way. The trunking was
impossible to remove and this fault was left to the dockyard to sort out for the next commission.
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View of the UHF Office on Arethusa.
The equipment comprised of outfits 692 with receiver outfit CUJ and 691 with receiver outfit CUH.
A maritime transceiver type 689 was also installed. The 692/CUJ combination had the ability to tune to
many hundreds of UHF channels, with any ten channels under pre-selection control. As such, it was
necessary to perform a special test, as laid down in the handbook, to ensure that the equipment would
indeed operate on any one channel of the many hundreds that were available. A series of codes were
entered into the programmer and if the 'green' channel lamp operated each time, then the equipment was
working correctly. I could never understand why, having done all these tests, the equipment would not
work on its designated channel that had been set by the radio operators on the following day.
I spent some time analysing what the codes were actually doing and after my investigation, I discovered
there were missing combinations to the code. I produced my own set of codes which now proved the
equipment 100%. I was very concerned about this and submitted a report to my Divisional Officer so that
the fleet could be informed of my findings.
I was later called to his cabin and asked, "Who the hell do you think you are? You are just a Leading
Hand". I was made to watch my report being ripped apart and thrown into his waste paper bin.
Just because I did not have any gold rings on my sleeve he judged my report as inconsequential.
Luckily, I had kept a copy for myself which saved me working out the new codes all over again. I was to
make many copies of these codes; these were unofficially introduced to various war ships that I happened
to come across in my travels. Introducing the codes was not enough; each radio department was given
detailed reason as to why my codes were necessary. When tried out on their systems, many defective
combinations were discovered and put right.
In one small way, I had vastly improved the UHF communications reliability of the fleet.
I was told to go clean the insulators on the AJE aerials, the ones that look like miniature Xmas trees .
I refused the order to do so telling the Chief it was the feeders that had absorbed moisture and needed to
be replaced. In the end it was agreed that one of the senior rates would clean the insulators and if it
cleared the fault then I would be reprimanded. Cannot remember his name but he spent all afternoon
cleaning the AJE's but afterwards the insulation breakdown was exactly the same. So I hope the defect
report I made went into dockyard hands and they replaced the feeders, the insides were made of
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manganese oxide powder. I learnt about that stuff as an electricians mate before I went into the Navy, it
was used in copper fire proof cables but had to be well sealed against moisture ingress.
Apart from the VHF/UHF equipment, I was made responsible for the ships entertainment Radio and
Television distribution system, the HF direction finding equipment and cryptography equipment.
This latter equipment was classified as secret and therefore I shall not comment too much on it.
I was flown back to the United Kingdom from the West Indies in order to do the special set of courses on
this equipment. It was all solid state and came in three variants.

The FH4
With regards to the HF direction finding, the ship relied on a war time set called the FH4.
This receiver had a cathode ray tube display and two internal circuits that had to be aligned perfectly for
gain and phase shift. Not the task for the faint-hearted but I was asked to re-align the set whilst at sea. All
octal valves, it was a challenge but alas my efforts were not trusted by my divisional officer despite my
pleas to the contrary. So when we arrived into dockyard a civilian expert was called to come aboard and
do the alignment properly? This chap was quite advanced in years and was a true expert on this
equipment but within 10 minutes declared that his visit was a waste of time because the FH4 was in
perfect alignment. I think I had a smile on my face for a fortnight afterwards and nobody was to question
my expertise again!

The sub-lieutenant who kept disparaging my work was a most annoying fellow, supposed to be my
divisional officer, but always seemed to have it in for me and yes the person who ripped up my 692
testing codes.
Here follows four true stories; all with happy endings thank goodness except for one which I shall keep
until last.
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1-The Signal Officer’s big mistake.
It was breakfast time when the Chief Radio Electrician asked me to go quickly to my radio room as there
was a major problem. All of the five UHF sets were interfering with each other; they were all set to
different frequencies but sounded as though they were all on the same one!
When I arrived I was confronted with my divisional officer adjusting the cores of the transformers inside
one of the receivers. I tried to politely get him to leave but he would not go, insisting he had to find the
fault. After telling him that one faulty receiver, even if it was faulty, would not affect the other four, he
still continued with his core twiddling much to my disgust. I went to see the Chief Radio Electrician and
eventually he ousted the sub lieutenant away from the radio room. Right I thought, that receiver is now
unserviceable so out of the rack with it and in with the spare. Set up the frequencies as per the now faulty
one and at the time noting that all the 10 position selectors are almost the same? Looking at the common
aerial resonator box (enables all five receivers to be fed by one aerial) I note that the five dial settings are
all the same! The transmitters were set up in the same way and I knew this was wrong because they have
to be separated by at least 100 kHz to avoid mutual interference. By now the Captain was getting irate as
the rendezvous with the US Navy was not taking place, at least radio wise. I was summoned to his cabin
but first I just had to find that paragraph in the book, but where and which book as there were three. I
found it, very faintly printed in italics and with this I went to see the Captain. I showed him where the
error was and he commended me for my technical knowledge after which he summoned the signals
officer. I don’t think it went well for him, the signals officer that is, for shortly after he came into my
radio room shouting something like “I am going to have to make up a new com-plan now, thanks to you!”
It all ended well in the end and the vandalised receiver was soon re-aligned and back into service.

2-The Clock!
It was my turn to be duty watch and I had with me a young seventeen year old lad by the name of Tommy
Solartz, who was a junior radio engineering mechanic (JREM) and we both looked forward to a relaxing
afternoon. Until that is when our divisional officer called us up from the mess deck. He explained that the
short wave radio system (ICS) was suffering from terrible interference all because a defective Goblin
Clock had been removed from the compartment. Our mission was to get the store keeper to release the
clock and refit it into the compartment thereby clearing the interference. When the divisional officer left, I
looked Tommy in the eye and said something like “This is crazy! How can a ruddy clock cause all this for
not being there”. After disturbing a very angry storeman, we refitted the clock but the noise remained.
The divisional officer was back with us by now and told us that the noise must be due to a faulty screened
cable and we were to remove every connector in the compartment and check the integrity of the screened
cable, he then left. I told Tommy we were not going to do that because it was a stupid idea, it would take
many hours to go and check every plug in the HF room and besides this was not proper fault finding!
“Don’t you recognise that noise?” I asked, “It sounds like Radar interference to me”. We went into the
wireless office and found the RIS switches (RIS being Radar Interference Suppression) and found one
was switched OFF. Setting it to ON miraculously silenced the interference and we both proceeded to the
mess for the afternoon. Question is, did the divisional officer do this as a test? Was it some attempt at
payback for my complaints about him wrecking one of my UHF receivers? Upon reflection I don’t think
it was, he was too technically inept to know about such things. He once asked me to check the continuity
of a fuse to see if it was blown and then remonstrated because I had not checked its continuity with the
Multimeter set to reverse polarity? I told him it was only necessary when testing diodes but he snatched
the fuse from my hand and explained it was the little spring at one end that needed to be tested for reverse
continuity. 
I could never understand, even to this day, how he had become an Electrical Officer.

3-The Three Wise Men
We were alongside in Portsmouth dockyard and the divisional officer wanted the electrical department to
rig up some lamps under relay control such that when it was dark it looked like three wise men walking in
the air between the two masts, well it was close to Christmas after all. On the occasion of first switch on
everything worked fine but the light show looked nothing like the three wise men but he insisted it was
great, well he designed the layout.
Then a signal was received from the Commander in Chief to “Switch those ruddy lights OFF!”
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4-The poor 689
This just had to be the worst piece of vandalism by the divisional officer and all because it had an
intermittent fault due to one of the crystals failing inside it. There were I think three crystals, each in a
temperature controlled oven to help their stability. If I removed the oven from one of the crystals then
the 689 would work for a while and then stop again. All the components around the circuitry checked
out correctly so I suspected the crystal and placed one on order as there were none held in the ships
stores. The divisional officer knew this but could not resist getting involved and it was a fateful deed
indeed. I caught him with the 689 chassis swung wide open and with a screwdriver he was randomly
adjusting the stub filter network which allowed all the channels, Simplex and Duplex, to use the one
aerial. I just remember yelling “What the hell are you doing!” and he fled from the radio room. Anyone
who has worked on a piece of kit like this will tell you, as the handbook actually does, the Stub Filters
can only be aligned at the factory with special equipment. I think they meant something like a spectrum
analyser which was definitely not carried on-board a Leander Class Frigate. So the poor 689 was never
to work properly again, all I could do was tweak the stubs for best simplex transmit and receive on the
emergency channel 16. It was fun calling up the sexy voiced young lady who answered “San Diego
Marina, San Diego Marina”. ☺
The divisional officer went on to become a lieutenant commander; I have deliberately left out his name,
he was obviously well educated but terrible at fault finding.
Well this is me with the 689 he wrecked!

One thing that amazed me on-board a modern warship was when having breakfast. I mean they served up
Kelloggs Variety packs, which for those who don’t know, are miniature versions of Kelloggs full size
packs and called Variety as you had a choice of either Corn Flakes, Frosties, Coco Pops etc.. Now here is
the amazing bit, there were eight small packs to a large fully sealed carton, each small pack was sealed on
the outside with clear plastic and the inside held a small packet which was also fully sealed. But when you
poured the milk onto the cereal you just sat and watched as one, then two, three, four a dozen, maybe
more, little Black dots appeared floating on the top. Barley Weevils we were told, nothing to worry about,
fresh meat BUT how in hell did they get in there? It was pretty obvious that they (the Weevils) must have
been in the cereal all the time, probably as eggs?
Only by spending months in Naval Stores did they have the time to hatch and grow.
Think of that next time you are crunching on your favourite breakfast cereal.

☺

My next draft, prior to leaving the Royal Navy, was to the main signal and communication centre in
Whitehall, London.
Here I was responsible for the repair and general maintenance of a large number of teleprinters and
associated tape reading and re-perforating machines. I was also confronted with a large room, full of
cryptography equipment, to keep me busy should I find myself with nothing to do! I was not very happy
however; my hobby weekends were spent putting together logic circuits using the latest integrated circuits
then going back to work for the Navy on ancient valve equipment. There was a defence budget squeeze
on and the Navy invited people to leave the service early so I applied and was granted early release.
This was to be a very worthwhile decision as I shall reveal later.
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When I finally left the Royal Navy I had in my possession a Trade Certificate and I was now
recognised by the relevant Trade Union as a fully skilled craftsman.

I also had a Ministry Of Defence Certificate for the special course I undertook, on the maintenance of
automatic digital error detecting/correcting signalling systems.
I may not have been an indentured apprentice but as far as I was concerned. I had made it!
Just to finish this section dealing with my early navy days, here is another picture of me as a Leading
Rate. Notice the single star positioned above and below the letter R. These stars are there to show that I
had completed the qualifying courses and training required to hold the rating of Leading Hand.
The R signifies that I am a Radar/Radio Mechanic.

I am sorry the repaired photo is much worn but it was kept by my late father in his wallet for a very large
number of years. He always kept photographs of his offspring to show others in the various public houses
and Clubs he used to drink at; I guess he was very proud of us all.

Amateur or Ham Radio
Whilst in the Royal Navy I had also followed with interest a great hobby of mine. My younger days
messing with crystal radio sets had made their mark and I was deeply interested in Amateur or Ham
Radio. In 1967 I sat for the City & Guilds subject No.55 in my quest to obtain a transmitting licence. In
those days it was a tough three and a half hour written examination, but my burning desire for a licence
ensured that I received a pass. I will always remember the first question on the paper, 30 minutes to draw
the circuit of a Triode/Hexode multiplicative mixer, showing component values and explaining the action
of the circuit. Wow! A bit different from the later multiple choice exam papers that you could pass with
an element of luck by just guessing!
I needed to pass a Morse code test in order to obtain a full Class A licence and this was a lot harder. But
thanks to a local Radio Amateur Bill Bailey, who used to teach Morse in the Army, I eventually passed
the Home Office Morse test in London, acquiring my Amateur Radio Certificate and call sign G4CNH in
1973.
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My Amateur Radio Certificate
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My Amateur Radio C & G Pass Certificate
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C & G Colour TV Principles
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Civvy Street Blues?

What was I going to do now that I was a civilian again?
My old employment in Radio and Television was pulling me back but I wanted something a little more
technical. I obtained employment with a company in Watford called Dymar who made VHF radio
telephones. My duties were relatively simple, take the produced radio and align it, followed by tuning on
the desired crystal frequencies. This equipment was fairly compact and employed both transistors and
integrated circuits. After six months of doing the same job, I began to think that this was not entirely my
vocation in life and decided to look elsewhere.
My next step was to go back into Radio and Television, after all, colour television had arrived and
engineers were eagerly being sought.
My first position was with Rediffusion in Watford where I learnt to drive a van (very necessary) and
worked as a bench technician. This meant that I received equipment with the more obscure fault that
could not be isolated in customer’s homes by field engineers.
I decided to do some private study and then go to Mid-Herts College to undertake the City & Guilds
examination in colour television principles. I was refused entry at first because I had no formal
qualifications from school but the tutor managed to persuade City & Guilds and the college to accept me.
My hard work paid off and I received a pass with credit, much to the tutor’s delight who was more
excited than I was. I think I did well because the circuit diagrams presented in the examination were of
continental sets, all drawn very differently to the circuit diagrams of British colour televisions and this
may have thrown the other candidates. Not only this, but the way that certain signals were handled were
all so different like the colour ident signal and colour killer circuitry but I must respect the casual reader
here who may not understand these parts of a colour television in those days. I believe it was my natural
skill in being able to read even these continental circuits that allowed me to get a good grade as it was
fairly easy for me to examine them and write the answers to the questions that came with each circuit.
I had now acquired a position as senior engineer with a company called Good Listening, a peculiar legacy
trading name considering that they now only rented out television sets.
I introduced a new technique that I learned in the Royal Navy called FIMS (Functionally Identified
Maintenance System), but this time tailored for fault finding on television colour decoders. This enabled
unskilled personnel to be able to comfortably repair six decoder panels a day. My techniques were noted
by Bill Mison, a representative from GEC Radio and Television Ltd and he asked me to join the
company. I was to become a Technical Liaison Officer and was responsible for looking after those
organisations and dealers who purchased GEC products for distribution. I also looked after products
owned by major shareholders and was to visit many prominent people.
I have been to the homes of Sir (later Lord) Arnold Weinstock and Major Hearn, who trained race horses
owned by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth. I serviced the television at the Prime Ministers retreat at
Chequers and would often smile at the thought that visiting dignitaries were watching a television that I
had carefully set up. I would travel to Plymouth and in one day, repair fifteen colour receivers and
provide training for the dealers engineers.
Life was hectic!, a little too hectic!
At trade shows around the country, I had to ensure that the colour displayed on all of the receivers was
perfect and identical. The same high quality colour had to be displayed on the cheapest plastic cabinet set,
as was displayed on the expensive 'Regency' wooden cabinet receiver. I had virtually no expense
allowance and the cost of entertaining dealers was beginning to financially hurt. It was also expected of
me to buy not only tools and test equipment but also keep myself in suitable attire as I represented the
company at a high level. Also, the sorting out of interference problems late at night, trying to keep up
with a work schedule geared for a nineteen hour day, all was too much. I remember getting out of bed at 4
a.m. to travel to the West Country then head up to the Midlands and getting home at 8 p.m. Then out
again at 10 p.m. to sort out an interference problem that needed a lot of electrical screening and other
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work resulting in getting home well after midnight. When I arrived at work next day, just 3 minutes late
due to traffic, I was presented with the sight of the manager glaring at me then his watch then back at me!
It was rather humiliating in front of the other office workers and he had no idea of the hours I was
actually working. This was all to come to an end when I heard that the company was moving to South
Wales and I knew that I would have to find alternative employment. Whilst shopping in Watford, I called
at a Radio and Television shop called 'Watford Radio' to buy some components. The owner, Mr. Len Pitt,
asked me, “Can you repair Radio and Television sets?” When I replied that I could, he offered me a job.
I was to be senior engineer of their workshop with two trainees under my charge. I was very happy and
content here but after six months it was all to come to an end. One of the trainees had left and the
remaining one was very unsure in his repair work and much of my time was spent either supervising his
work, or doing the repair job for him. At the end of each week, this trainee would present Mr. Pitt with a
large wad of job completed slips, whilst my pile was rather thin. One day I was called into the main office
and told that due to the excellent performance of this particular trainee, I was to be made redundant!
That same weekend I decided to evaluate all that I had done since leaving the Navy and to decide where I
was exactly going! The local newspaper showed an advertisement for the position of Test Equipment
Design Engineer, at Elliott Brothers in Borehamwood.
As a reader, you may be forgiven in thinking that in no way could I undertake such a task. However, my
hobby in Amateur Radio had prompted me to build a number of test items, including a 250 MHz
frequency counter which was 'state of the art' in those days, using ECL circuitry.
I had also built numerous test jigs for testing circuit boards from television receivers.
I went along for the interview on the following Tuesday, held at a Hotel in Stevenage.
On the Thursday, I attended an interview at the factory in Borehamwood and was offered a position,
which I accepted.
Later that day, Mr. Pitt rang to say that his trainee was useless and would I please come back!
Naturally I had to decline, despite his pleading, for me, a new career opportunity was dawning.
However, Len and I always kept good friends and on the best of terms afterwards though it is sad for me
to relate that some time afterwards, Watford Radio ceased to trade.

A New Career
I cannot put into words the way I felt when given this opportunity at Elliott Brothers, thinking back to
when I was a lad leaving school, dreaming of being one of their apprentices.
And yet here I was, being accepted as a true professional engineer! The work was to be challenging and
exciting and I was to learn of the many pitfalls encountered in circuit design and constructional
techniques. I was to work in their test equipment design department run by John Tees and Ron Head.
Ron was a super mentor to me on various ways to employ Op-Amps which were the analogue engineer’s
version of a micro-processor. If I ever had a problem he would always take time out to show me all the
ins and outs to the problem so that I could arrive at a solution.
Elliott Brothers had been taken over by GEC-MARCONI and my section was renamed as Marconi
Mobile Radar Division.
My first task was to get working, a total of six R.F. Linearity test sets. These test sets had already been
designed and constructed but were not working. A number of engineers had been called upon to get them
working but all had failed.
The test sets were now urgently required for checking the linearity of a 60MHz Voltage controlled
Oscillator (VCO) in the Rapier blind fire missile system, known as DN181. (The principles were later to
be used in the well known Sea Wolf system)
The test sets contained high precision Digital to Analogue Converters and a good mix of other analogue
and logic circuitry, much different from the average television receiver!
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The basic problem was that the test sets gave a grossly excessive noisy plot of the VCO characteristic.
This I traced to a noisy common earth bus system which I redesigned, such as to give two separate bus
earth lines. By keeping the analogue earth separate from the logic earth, most of the noise was removed.
There were various other problems due to circuit design or construction which I sorted out.
Eventually, I was able to present to the company, six fully working test sets.
I was then given another test set with the same history, i.e. faulty by design and incapable of being made
to work by previous design engineers given that task. This item was called a CEF Loop Simulator, there
were two of them and they were to give me quite a few headaches. By careful redesign I was able to get
these test sets fully working. The major stumbling block of monitoring a 10nS burst of 60MHz was
solved by designing a remote active monitor head; they were trying to capture just a few mV of signal!
I had hoped that I would now be given my chance of designing something of my own, but was given a
couple of ready built test jigs to solve instead. These were difficult and I took the audacious step of
complete redesign in one instance, using shielded enclosures and special filtering techniques. Soon both
test jigs were fully operational, my boss was pleased and so was I, having been promoted to Senior Test
Equipment Design Engineer for my work on the Linearity Test Sets.
I was next given a six channel amplifier unit to redesign, where I reduced the previous count of six
integrated circuits down to two!
Likewise, I redesigned a power supply load and video amplifier test box, used for testing the battlefield
radar known as ZB298.
A UV light source controller was next to get the redesign treatment.
For all of these individual units, I was given total freedom in selecting my hardware, circuit and
mechanical design including the layout of front and back panels.
I always avoid 'faces' if I can. You will understand what I mean if you can imagine a test box with two
large front panel meters, mounted side by side. Place a mains neon indicator just below them in the
centre, add a row of push button switches along the bottom and you've made yourself a face!
I must confess to secretly sniggering at fellow engineers design attempts that resulted in this
physiognomy phenomenon!
Microprocessors were fast becoming popular and my next task, design and construction of test equipment
for the AEW Nimrod project, suggested that knowledge of microprocessors would be mandatory.
I purchased components and constructed my own Z80 based micro-computer.
It used 1k of RAM for the display and 1k of RAM for memory, of which nearly 200 bytes was used for
the basic operating system. With only 800 bytes available for programming, I was to learn very quickly
how careful programming techniques in machine code could save vital RAM space.
I wrote a program for converting ASCII code to 5 unit MURRAY code for operating a Creed 52
teleprinter. This I used for sending outgoing teleprinter messages on my Amateur Radio system.
I also wrote a very effective Morse code tutor program and just for fun, a couple of games. I learned
about UARTS and how to couple a sound generator chip to my micro-computer for sound effects to
accompany the games that were being run.
A sad day came when Mum died from a brain tumor and I realized that had I stayed in the Navy I would
have been deprived of the wonderful days I had been gifted to share with her. I keep reminding myself to
this day of the fortuitous decision to leave the Navy early, thus giving me the joy of being with her which
would not have otherwise occurred. At this sad time I felt I needed to spend more time with my father and
I reluctantly gave up my other pursuit, after seven years, as a Special Constable in the local police.
GEC had organised an in-house seminar which was presented by the London University. The seminar
introduced me to the 8085 microprocessor and further programming techniques. As a test, we were split
into groups and we had to program an 8085 to operate a set of traffic light signals.
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Another course that I was lucky enough to attend, dealt with the problems of EMC, noise and efficient
filtering and screening. This was very useful and supported well my own previous experiences on these
subjects.
The move to the AEW Nimrod project meant a move to a new location. I was transferred to Marconi
Avionics at a new venue in Radlett, the site of the old Handley Page airfield. My task was to design a
complete test facility for testing all of the components that made up a complete AEW Nimrod scanner
system. This meant test boxes or jigs for testing the scanner motors, brakes and tacho generators. Special
digital encoders, servo amplifiers and main LRU's (Line replaceable units) also had to be checked and/or
exercised. Apart from testing each item individually, it was also necessary to connect them all together
into a simulated scanner control system environment, capable of driving in both Azimuth and Elevation,
two scanners mounted on a special frame. Before we look at the AEW equipment in detail, here are some
of the other units I was involved with prior to the move to the Radlett Factory.

The Infamous MITE 8
It looks quite simple doesn't it? This little box of tricks produced more glitches than pulses until it was
realised that the original designer had used non-synchronous counters in his decode chain.
When re-designed with 74163 counters it performed much better. It still gave many production problems,
compounded by the insistence of the department to use wire wrap construction.

Of all the similar test jigs that I became involved with, the MITE 8 will always bring back memories!!!

The Receiver Test Unit (Front Panel)
A number of test units based on this style were constructed. The units were not too difficult, being based
on well proven power supply circuitry and mainly providing simple break-out facilities, hence the
numerous 2mm sockets. The wiring shop placed quite a few surprise tricks inside the switch bank wiring,
a view of which can be seen in the other photograph.
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The Receiver Test Unit (Chassis)
As previously mentioned, the switch backplane wiring produced some headaches. To cut costs, the
designers (including myself) were encouraged to use potted ROBAND power supplies. These can be seen
as blocks, located inside the card frame associated with SK15, 16 and 17.
In practice, these turned out to be very unreliable and I steadfastly refused to use their products in any
further designs of mine.

I was to come up against unreliable ROBAND power supplies again, many years later, when working at
Croxley and then at Milton Keynes and then at Stanmore and then…Well they are other stories!

The Receiver Test Unit (Rear Panel)
The unit sported a nice array of pattern 602 connectors which always remained a favourite connector of
mine. Their reliability was never in doubt though ordering times were excessive. Some connectors took
ten months to be delivered. The instrument cases were standard IMHOF with the rear panels cut out by
the sheet metal engineering department to allow access to connectors.
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The Scanner Test Facility.
The following description of the Scanner Test facility is quite extensive. This has been done deliberately
as its design and construction was a major milestone in my career. I had also hoped the text would prove
to be useful in establishing some kind of NVQ qualification but alas, only work done in the immediate
two years before applying for a NVQ is valid. Therefore when I applied for a NVQ in 1990, all my
experience and expertise gained over 25 years accounted for nothing and I was refused a NVQ. Had I
done a stint in a local Technical College and applied with no practical experience then I could have
received a NVQ2. Fellow graduate engineers said I should be NVQ5 at the very least! Definitely
something wrong with the NVQ system and probably why most employers ignore it. Anyway, I digress.
I was given a totally free hand in the facilities design which was to have an expected life of twenty years.
I insisted on using Lambda power supply units because their MTBF (mean time between failure) figures
were so impressive even though they were a little more costly. I have always maintained that the cost of
enhanced reliability will easily repay itself in time. Another benefit from using these supplies was that the
manufacturers also supplied 19 inch rack mounting drawers to contain the supply modules.
The type of test bay was a three section IMHOF rack, mounted on castors and fitted with a self supporting
front table.
I mounted a mains filter and contactor at the base of the first section, with two Lambda power supply
drawers immediately above.
To protect the units under test (UUT's) from damage due to loss of individual power supplies, both
drawers were fully interlocked with a master test selector panel mounted in the top centre rack section.
This selector ensured that only those power supplies required for each separate test were energised and at
least showed that I was somewhat energy conscious! (This was long before the environment was a major
issue and the Green Party was formed!)
The drawer also monitored each supply, giving an illuminated green back light if correct, or a flashing red
in the event of a failure. Rather than use precision level detectors which are prone to false trigger by
interference, I used a novel method which utilised zener diodes and opto-couplers. This was proven to be
of great benefit, giving reliable operation though other designers were having problems with their
methods.
Two test sets (SC1 & SC2), designed by my colleague Mick Curtis, for testing Motor, brakes and
tacho-generators, were mounted in the left section along with a Frequency Response Analyser. This
analyser was an item of proprietary test equipment. The motor and brake assemblies required for
checking were actually mounted on a free standing jig (SC4) which was controlled by SC1.
Likewise, the Tacho-generator was mounted on a jig (SC3) which was controlled by SC2.
The centre section contained a special tray, equipped with runners, for mounting a complete Servo LRU
which contained four separate servo amplifier modules. Above this was positioned an in-house
constructed servo test set (SC5), capable of checking individual modules or the complete assembly of
four. Above the test set was a Tektronix 50MHz storage oscilloscope and a special panel which held two
items of Fluke test equipment. These were a 50MHz frequency counter and an 8600A Multimeter. Below
the table was mounted a 60V 30 Amp linear power supply for powering the servo modules and when
necessary, the scanner motors via the servo modules.
The right hand section contained a similar tray on runners for holding the scanner control LRU with its
own dedicated test set above. A special scanner control drawer was fitted in this section which would be
used to control the scanners and look after emergency stop buttons and other interlocks.
The only surviving picture that I have of the complete test bay is featured on the back page of a
promotional leaflet. The quality is a little poor owing to the photo being scanned and enlarged. The
picture was taken at a time when some of the proprietary equipment was being calibrated, hence the
gaps. The photograph depicts a Scanner LRU being tested, slid out on runners beneath the Scanner LRU
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test set which is being operated. Notice how the LRU's can be slid back into the test bay, a hinged door
may then be lifted, as shown at the Servo LRU position in the centre section.

The Scanner Test Racks

The Scanner Test Bay Control Module
The only Surviving photograph of one of the test bay assemblies. Notice the large keyboard encoder chip
on the Vero board, controlling the VFET transistors type VN46AF. The opto-couplers, as mentioned in
the text, are also fitted on this board. A small dual power supply is also fabricated using Vero board and
can be seen on the right hand side with the pass transistors.
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In order to set the entire test bay into either of its two modes of operation, i.e. TEST or FULL SYSTEM,
a multi-pole change over switch was required. Due to the large amounts of wiring, this had to be
undertaken by special 'Hypertac' connectors, capable of carrying large numbers of pin or socket
receptacles. In addition, these receptacles could be arranged to be of different current rating or substituted
for coaxial inserts. In order to accommodate the expected twenty year life, all connections were ordered
in 2 micron gold plate rather than gold flash.
All connectors used throughout the test facility had adequate spare pins, some ready wired, in order to
provide a high degree of redundancy should additional wiring be needed at a later date.
This decision, though initially frowned upon and actually condemned by management, was also to be
proved most beneficial! After building the system the management came to me looking very worried and
sad because more signal lines were required. I told them not to worry as the spare lines they said I could
not fit, well I actually did! Always design and build with redundancy in mind!
Together with the spare capacity of the power supplies, the test bay was to prove very reliable in use and
no breakdowns were ever recorded.
The test equipment design department moved to a new factory in Hemel Hempstead and the company
changed its name to GEC Avionics Ltd.
A similar Scanner test facility was then constructed for the RAF service organisation at RAF Waddington
in Lincoln and was the first to become fully operational on that site. The scanner holding frame was very
large and made from steel box section. It was equipped with two complete scanner assemblies, four easily
accessible emergency cut-off switches, flashing beacon and an alarm.
Interface to the test bay was by smaller 'Hypertac' custom connectors marked simply FORE and AFT,
wired to a very complex unbroken wiring harness fully kitted with 'Raychem' type sleeves and coverings.
Again, two such frames were constructed and were fitted with heavy duty castors for transportation.
When installed at RAF Waddington, the frames would be bolted down, wheels intact, using four special
saddles secured into the concrete base by 'Rawlbolts'.
In the FULL SYSTEM mode, the complete test bay and scanner holding frame worked as one single unit
to mimic the complete AEW Nimrod scanner control system. It really was like having an actual RAF
Nimrod in the test area albeit without wings! To cut costs, only one production scanner was usually fitted
to a mounting, the other mounting carried a dummy scanner simply made up of weights on a sub-frame
The whole system was driven by a unit called a PDP Simulator (SC10).
This simulator was in a similar condition to the earlier test sets that I had become involved with.
Designed by someone else, the entire stack of six non-working units had been left for someone else to sort
out.
One circuit board had a low frequency Elevation test signal, produced by first generating a sine wave,
digitising it, then sending it out as a serial word. The Elevation motor would judder quite fiercely due to
noise from the low frequency oscillator. To overcome this, I programmed a PROM with the correct digital
data that would have been produced by the ADC circuitry.
In this way, noise was overcome with the additional bonus that the Elevation motors self parked in the
correct position when commanded to stop. As I had only used one quarter of the PROM, the remaining
parts were programmed to give three test patterns, selected by an onboard DIL switch. This was just one
improvement, there were many other modifications required to this unit before it became a fully
functional design. I remember almost losing the skin off of a finger when I accidentally touched a small
metal can transistor that was part of a Darlington driver to operate a relay. The driver was not sourcing the
relay but sinking current for it and yet the first transistor in the Darlington configuration had no current
limit resistor! The poor little mite was sourcing straight through the next transistors base/emitter junction,
no wonder it roasted. I ripped this entire circuit out and drove the relay using a single FET (Field Effect
Transistor), much better. My later production models were tailored to run from 400Hz aircraft supplies
and were fully furnished with printed circuit boards rather than using pin and wire construction.
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My last project on the scanner system was to build a test set capable of verifying that the PDP Simulator
was working correctly and producing correct output pulses. The test set carried an additional socket which
allowed the connection and subsequent testing of a special circuit board. This board, known as the
Buffer Board Z149DL613716, was manufactured as a printed circuit assembly and was used within the
Scanner control LRU for monitoring various signal parameters.

The Servo Power Supply Test Set
I designed this test set to fit the Low Voltage Test facility, under construction by sub-contractors. This
was requested because the Servo Power Supply was deemed part of the Scanner assemblies. The test set is
semi-automatic with the operator simply turning the 'SELECT TEST' switch. Notice the digital clock
module on the lower right hand side, used in a novel way for measuring the discharge time of the power
supplies capacitors and hence their quality.

My next major task was to construct a test facility for the Travelling Wave Tube (TWT) driver which was
used to provide RF power to the radar's final output stage. The TWT was manufactured by Litton in the
United States of America and information with regard to testing was very sketchy.
I required to converse with Litton engineers on a number of subjects and I was informed that a special trip
to the USA was being arranged for personnel involved with the testing of this device.
Being so involved with the test of this item and developing the complete test facility, I expected to be
sent. I was totally gob smacked to find that a store keeper, his colleague and both their wives would be
going, but not I.
I was to hear later of how these individuals enjoyed their 'holiday' in the States and how they arrived at
the Litton factory on the last day, just to show that they were actually there!
The few problems that I had with the completed facility were due entirely to not being given access to the
information I required. The experience taught me a lot about how badly some members of staff could
behave. On the whole, the test facility behaved very well, being controlled by one large module that sat
on top of a custom RAF type workbench.
Two motor driven 'Variac' transformers provided power, each interlocked with special switching to
ensure that the TWT was protected against misuse.
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Another view of The Variac Control and Monitoring Section.

The meters monitored the AC from the Variacs but the rectified supplies were monitored by a DMM,
connected to the lower right hand side.
The lower tray enabled testing of either the TWT PSU or the complete TWT assembly. The tray detected
which was being tested by the information provided at the multi-pin connector. Drive pulses were also
monitored and prevented activation of the TWT if the duty cycles were incorrect.

It was necessary to mount the TWT onto a cold plate which was fed by chilled coolant. Flow rate of
coolant was monitored and caused interlock operation if insufficient.
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Here is another view of the lower tray, as you will read later; this is the module that Cossor
representatives reckoned I never really designed!
The two pin and wire boards (The ones with green test labels) were both built by me, actually on my
office desk!

To complete the facility, a load box was provided for testing the Litton power supply used for powering
the TWT. Although operating at 15kV, it had to operate at much higher levels than this for the purpose
of design proving. It was necessary for it to operate for thirty minutes at 31kV and with a leakage
current no greater than 10 micro amperes. This it achieved and maintained even after forty five minutes
of operation.
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A special low voltage digital voltmeter was constructed for checking TWT heater supply.
Unfortunately, this floated at 15kV and was thus constructed in a double insulated enclosure.

I then had to construct three ancillary units, almost identical in design looks but each with a totally
different purpose.
Their individual tasks were S-Band Pin diode switch, S-Band amplifier and a LOG to LIN converter.
This latter item was requested such that the LOG DC output from a power meter could be used to plot
power on a plotter using linear graph paper. Why Logarithmic paper could not have been used I shall
never know, but I was not to reason why!

On the day that the TWT test facility was dispatched to RAF Waddington, it was announced that the
AEW Nimrod was cancelled and I was redundant again!
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The company had set up a job shop to ease the problems of finding work for the redundant staff. I had
an interview with Cossor, who after seeing my TWT test facility control module, insisted that I hadn't
designed it, but rather purchased it and was trying to con them!
I walked out of that interview, the first time I had ever done such a thing but I felt so very insulted.
Before I close the section on the AEW Nimrod, I would like to stress that throughout each project it
was not only design of the basic hardware and circuitry that was my responsibility.
Drawings to good sketch level were undertaken by me, plus prototype construction and the writing of
technical literature to support each project, including service and calibration information, but alas not
good enough for an NVQ! In addition to the usual desk, bookcase and filing cabinets, my office
at Hemel Hempstead also contained a full size drawing board, typewriter and a soldering iron!
During the project, I had written articles for technical magazines and I have enclosed a copy of one
such article. This describes how to manufacture a standing wave ratio meter using just about any
moving coil instrument.
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My Next Job
I was to successfully seek a transfer to a sister company that operated in a factory site very close to my
home. This was GEC - Marconi Underwater Systems Ltd., (MUSL), and the interview I remember well.
A very large blueprint was unrolled and I was asked “What is it?”
I took a look and said, “It looks like a phase locked loop (PLL) to me, locking on the input signal which
I guess is being frequency shifted such that the PLL DC error voltage can be used to provide digital
data?” The guy rolled the blueprint up and said, “I like the way you worked that out so quickly, not
many do.” He offered me the job of testing and repairs in their small workshop.
After two weeks I had been promoted to Supervisor and was responsible for the day to day running of
the repair section, assisting engineers and making efficient use of manpower and equipment. I also
ensured that test equipment was fully functional and in calibration.
I also maintained a centralised archive for test results and when it became a requirement, I also designed
and constructed special test rigs to raise the efficiency of the department when testing certain items.
I gained further experience with the repair and test of a wide range of military equipment employing
both analogue and digital techniques. Some naval equipment was very modern, incorporating
microprocessors and surface mount components, whilst others were so old that they employed
thermionic valves!
One major task was the refurbishment of type 903 Radar packs, used by the navy for target acquisition
in association with gunnery and Seacat missile systems. These came into Croxley in a very poor state,
battered, scratched and corroded, with many broken parts. We did a complete refurbishment in four
weeks for each pack, including full re-alignment for which I was solely responsible. The units were
returned in an ‘as new’ condition. I remember one unit that appeared to be working fine but not
receiving due to the crystal detectors being blown. The crystals were replaced and all was fine and the
front panel test switch was rotated as a final check. The crystals had blown again! A magnifying glass
revealed a whisker from a badly punched switch rotor was connecting the crystals to a high voltage
supply! Once the whisker was removed it all worked fine but it must have driven the RN personnel
crackers throughout its entire service life, until now.
My service department also tested VHF Sono-buoy receivers and a wide range of linear and switch
mode power supply units. Once again I found myself writing defect reports, test method instructions and
calibration procedures.
One day I had to look at some pieces of kit sent in by the RAF, these being designed to transmit special
signals at VHF. The signals were picked up by an RAF Nimrod aircraft and were used to calibrate the
sonar buoy system fitted on these aircraft. The fault with these units was the same, they would work on
a 12 volt supply but applying 240 volt mains resulted in fuse failure. Now these units were very well
designed except for the power supply. The designer obviously wanted to save time and trouble and so he
fitted a ready made unit. Unfortunately he chose Roband, (Yes ROBAND!) and here lay the big
problem. The whole power supply, including the mains transformer was encapsulated in the same resin
as those nasty little units I first came across at Borehamwood. One difference though, this solid plastic
block was very large in comparison. The fault was an incredible short circuit between the mains
transformer primary and secondary windings! I have never come across a mains transformer with this
fault in my entire electronics career, but here was not just one, but five examples of this failure! What a
shame that the designer of this equipment spoilt all of his excellent work by making the fatal mistake of
choosing Roband. Replacement units were a ridiculous £380 each, a lot of money in those days for a 12
volt 2 Amp power supply! I offered to design a more reliable power supply; after all it only needed a
good quality transformer with bridge rectifier as an internal regulator was already fitted. But for some
strange reason they preferred to refit the expensive and horrible Roband units at much greater cost with
inversely proportional reliability.
The responsibilities of being a Supervisor also kept me on my toes, ensuring the department complied
with safety, security and other company regulations. I was keen, as always, to get some further
education under my belt. I enrolled for a Pascal Programming course at Watford Technical College,
hoping that this would help me later to program in 'C'.
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MUSL were excellent at providing training opportunities for those who were interested. I was keen to
put my name down for whatever courses were being made available yet could not understand why other
employees could not be bothered. I received training in instructional techniques, communication skills,
management and inter-personnel relationships. They even sent me on an intensive three day course on
RF Safety, at the Marconi College in Chelmsford.

My foreboding comes to fruition.
You may therefore find it hard to believe, when I tell you that I became more and more disillusioned
with the way the company was otherwise conducting itself. More money was being spent, somewhat
needlessly, on various unnecessary site services and redecoration, yet the order books remained thin. I
sometimes felt that my department was the only one actually producing some revenue for the company
and I often wondered how the efforts of my repair section could pay the salaries of the owners of the
hundreds of cars in the car park!
My suspicions of imminent disaster were reinforced by GEC's acquisition of Plessey and the obvious
need to rationalise on R & D.
Rather than wait for the ship to sink, I arranged through a long time known colleague John Hogan, for a
transfer back to my old GEC roots in Borehamwood. The opportunity to work in the central calibration
department had been offered to me by John for some time and now I felt that the right time for the move
had finally come. The move was very timely. Two weeks after starting at Borehamwood, the closure of
the Croxley site was announced and I was bombarded with telephone calls from my old colleagues,
asking how I knew about the closure.
It was a sad loss really; the factory had been very convenient in being so close to home.
Now I faced the awkward journey to Borehamwood and back every day.
The work was completely different and consisted of the calibration, fault finding and repair of modern
commercial or special-to-type test and measuring equipment. This embraced all frequencies from DC to
18GHz. The responsibility of being a Supervisor was replaced by the need to provide a concise test
result and calibration report, highlighting any deviation in accepted design or construction of the
equipment. Also expected was problem solving and suggested necessary modifications, with special
emphasis on maintaining product safety. I was now working in an environment that required strict
compliance with company security, quality procedures and working practices to ISO 9000 standards.
I remember being given a couple of target generators to calibrate and these required a large bank of
pulse generators to be set up as well as various variable DC voltages. Setting up took five times longer
than to actually test the target generators so I made a unit, all crystal controlled, that generated
everything in one small box!
The calibration department moved to Milton Keynes in 1991.
Rather than become another dole queue statistic, I decided to buy a better car and travel back and forth
each day from Watford. So here I was, now working in Milton Keynes and I will pause here while I
describe some other pursuits in electronics, away from the work place.
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Other Pursuits
I had been an instructor for some years at the local Sea Cadet Unit, T.S. Renown. Their radio room had
some derelict receivers of the type I had met before and were known as type B28. They were designed in
1938 and became standard naval receiver during the Second World War, originally designated by the
Marconi Company in Chelmsford as receiver type CR100. At one time they were very popular amongst
amateur radio enthusiasts but their top end performance above 10 MHz left a lot to be desired. Typical of
British radio receivers, we had a tendency to try to get too many frequencies in too few bands. This
resulted in the B28 having to tune from 10 to 30 MHz in its highest band, a twenty megahertz swing is
just too much for good tracking and overall performance.
The following shows how I took a derelict B28 and bought it back to fully functional operation, involving
a complete strip down to chassis level and total rewire.
I love this receiver, it is a classic super-heterodyne with two RF stages and the I.F. Strip boasts a crystal
gate to give a very narrow 100 Hz pass band for CW operation. This particular one had a burnt out mains
transformer and its internal rubber insulated wiring had perished badly.

A total of six B28 receivers have been rebuilt by me.
My participation in the hobby of amateur (ham) radio led me to become an official instructor, recognised
by the Radio Society of Great Britain, to teach the curriculum of the new Novice Licence. This I greatly
enjoyed and it gave much satisfaction to be able to pass on my knowledge and experience to tomorrows
engineers.
I have successfully steered students in the age range 12 to 65 years old to acquiring a pass in the City and
Guilds Examination in the Novice Licence subject.
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Disaster!
In May 1996 the Sea Cadet Unit was the target of a vandal arson attack and with it went my workshop
and all my test gear worth £15,000 or more!
FROM THIS!

TO THIS!
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A New Dawn at Milton Keynes?
Well, here I was at Milton Keynes and it did have its bad points. From day one there was this chilly
reception from those already working there, towards the staff moving in from Borehamwood. It did not
bother me that much and in fact after a couple of months I had managed to integrate, if that is the right
word, into the overall workforce with a good degree of acceptance. The traveling was something else
being just about 400 miles per week and a journey that forced, as previously mentioned, the purchase of a
more reliable car.
I was to be here for just under three years before yet again, the hammer of redundancy came down.
My colleagues and I working in the calibration laboratory could never understand this and it shows up
once again how companies, run by accountants, can make such stupid errors of judgment. Thinking it
would be cheaper to get external calibration laboratories to do the work, we were to be disbanded forever,
a Marconi Avionics without a calibration lab ever again! I had personally witnessed the poor standard of
calibration carried out by our outside competitors and it did not fall far short of downright disgusting.
Also, while we had been on site, it happened on numerous occasions that we were asked to repair then
recalibrate an item of test gear required by the trials team next morning. I will never know how they
managed after we had left. Well in fact they didn’t! It was not long after that the person responsible for
closing us down was fired, the company surviving for a few more years before closure and moving to
Luton.
So I will not comment further on this part of my life but I will put down some of the things I did.
The range of test gear was very diverse and apart from re-calibration, I was the one who was entrusted
with all repair work.
Calibration: Involved everything from AVO meters to 3½ digit multi-meters.
Pulse generators to RF Signal generators going up to 18GHz, Oscilloscopes, Plotters, RF Power Meters
and Spectrum Analysers.
Plus a sprinkling of special instrumentation products and of course special to type test sets.
Repairs: I became quite an expert at repairing HP8566 Spectrum Analysers and wrote a guide to the
setting up of this instrument. This guide was a lot better than trying to follow instructions in the HP
Manuals and in certain areas of circuitry it proved a better method to follow!
Likewise, I wrote similar documents for setting up ALTECH signal generators and programmable power
supplies built by Systron Donner in Germany.
The programmable power supplies were beasts and failed due to errors in design so what did I do? Redesign of course and by adding extra de-coupling and filter components I made the power supplies very
reliable indeed.
I also came up against a ROBAND power supply that was the most damnable design you could ever
meet. So funny how I seem to keep bumping into products of this company, honestly, I would rather not!
Some equipment came in for calibration without any documentation at all, so I had to look carefully at the
circuit, decide what was critical and then write a calibration schedule for it. IT HAD TO BE RIGHT!
One funny story, after a lot of badgering, the calibration manager purchased a standards receiver. For
those not in the knowledge, this is a receiver for picking up very accurate radio signals, in those days,
notably Rugby on 60 kHz, and using such a signal for checking the crystal oscillators fitted to signal
generators, frequency counters or spectrum analysers.
He decided that 60 kHz would be the best frequency to tune to and then proposed a half wave aerial on
the roof of the building to feed a signal to the receiver. He could not understand why we all stood about
laughing. The wavelength of a signal at 60 kHz is 5000 metres and no way would a half wave aerial of
2500 metres fit onto our tiny roof! All that was needed was a Long Wave ferrite rod salvaged from a
transistor radio, trimmed down to 60 kHz with a capacitor and then given a small pick up coil to connect
with a coaxial cable feeder. Just shows you though how you can easily become an idiot for speaking
without first putting the brain into gear first.

I was saved from redundancy at Milton Keynes by yet another transfer, this time to the companies
R&D establishment at Stanmore in Middlesex.
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This surely has to be the last safety net as all other local Marconi sites have now been closed
down!
My term at Stanmore was to last just five years, in that time I lost my Father, my younger Sister Lee
and equally my much loved dog Trixie. It was not exactly a happy time. It was not helped by my
Landlord upping the rent to my home for 50 years by 5,000% (Yes Five thousand percent!) causing a
financial crisis and debt that was to haunt me into retirement.
I digress…
At Stanmore I was involved in the repair of microwave detectors fitted to aircraft like the Harrier and
Tornado and which were devils at times due to their susceptibility to crystal detector damage by the
slightest static charge. My old boss at Milton Keynes (John Hogan) was also at Stanmore, involved
with the testing of wire towed radio decoys and was seeking a knowledgeable assistant so a transfer
was arranged. It was a good move for us both, I was exchanging one boss who hated prima donnas
but could be considered the greatest one himself, for a good Irish boss who was one of the nicest
guys I have met in my life.
Together, John and I achieved much working together but then another dear friend arrived in our
department, desperately looking for a life line too following the closure of Milton Keynes. That made
our department a little over staffed so I was transferred to the Euro fighter project. Here I was set to
work designing test sets once again and I was to learn some more about my pet hate i.e. Roband
Power supplies.
It first happened whilst I was working on the proposed MK.2 BOZ decoy for the Tornado. A friend
came to tell me of his work on the new Euro fighter decoy that was to be better than any other and
utilised some rather special power supplies. I asked “Who makes them?” to which he replied
“Roband”. I pleaded with him to think again but he was quite adamant in using them. I then found
out many months later that the project had been scrapped and that the Euro fighter would be adopting
the new, but slightly modified MK.2 BOZ decoy which by the way was never taken up by the
Tornado. What was the reason for the scrapping of the original Euro fighter’s decoy?
Unreliability – specifically in the power supplies, well I never!
At least here at Stanmore I had achieved 21 years with the company though the award was given
nearly 25 years after as I had started with them in 1975!

.
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Presentation of 21 Years Service Certificate.

The company, now BAE Systems, decided to move to a new factory in Luton and sell off the land at
Stanmore for housing and no doubt profit. We had now changed again from BAE Systems to
SELEX, under the umbrella of a parent company in Italy called Finmeccanica. Before I retired this
was to change again to Leonardo based in Italy.

Our New Factory in Luton
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Towed Decoy Project
I was initially part of the Towed Decoy project and was involved in many trials.

I would get very tired trying to describe the vast range of test boxes and equipment I designed and
constructed for not just the Towed Decoy but the Missile Warner and also the environmental and
production test areas of the factory. A short list would include:PCM Power supply test set,
PSRFD Chassis and Regulator test set,
Decoy and Dispenser emulator test set,
High voltage (4kV) load box,
Strain gauge calibrator,
Safe EED (Electrically fired Explosive Device) insulation test box,
Missile Warner Load Control Board exerciser,
Various TWT Collector Voltmeters, Helix current monitors and a plethora of special test cables.
One typical unit is an 8 channel emergency STOP box for remote switching of the companies
Ground Cooling Units via a single multiplexed RS232 fibre optic link.
Its use prevented back pressure building up in the cooling systems which would result in pipe burst
and consequent coolant flooding of the cooling area. The coolant was pretty nasty stuff and time
taken to clean the area meant lost production. A Graduate once asked “Where is the connection to a
PC?” I replied that I had used a dedicated chip that took care of itself and was available before PC’s
were commonplace. He simply replied “Cool”.
A PC in this situation would have given off too much interference in the otherwise screened
laboratory where the initial monitoring took place.
Probably one of the best scenarios where my older age and experience really paid off!
Because I want to keep the circuit diagrams at maximum A4 size, I have placed these on the
following two pages. First the Transmitting end followed by the receiving unit, note the UART tell
back lines which are linked to the unused second switch of the output relays. In this way the actual
relay operation is mirrored back to the transmitting unit. It had to be RS232 so that it would work
with a multiplexer handling other RS232 signals.
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Emulating Current Pulses and Evaluating the Constant Current Source
Here is another novel unit for emulating precisely the current pulses that are generated in an LRU for
firing electrically operated explosive devices and the last item of test equipment I designed for
Leonardo. This test box emulates the 200ms pulses that fire the explosive devices on the decoy
system and more importantly, it also evaluates the constant current source. Two pulses are produced
spaced 2ms apart; a fast electronic relay is used to achieve this, switching up to 3 Amps. As
mentioned, it analyses each of the pulses and lights Over Current Fail, Under Current Fail or a PASS
as appropriate.
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… away from the works desk I still like to relax in the evenings with a nice valve radio repair!

Or maybe design something for myself like a valve tester!
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OK So this probably has to be the last page to the Book.
As I sit to compose it, now in 2012, I have passed the normal retirement age of 65 but thankfully a
law change has enabled me to carry on a little longer. Debts still have to be paid, though they are
getting smaller now as each month passes. Not to worry, everyone’s in debt including the Banks and
the EU.
Thankfully there is still work to be done at Luton and my skills are still recognised, despite being
overtaken now by advances in technology, particularly with programmable arrays and their
associated software.
That’s where the youngsters come in, fresh from University and eager to make their mark.
It is nearly time to hand over the baton now, young minds are free to concentrate on just high level
programming computing skills rather than have their mental capacity filled with valves, bi-polar and
FET transistors, TTL and CMOS logic chips, LSI, microprocessors, power supplies, RF circuitry and
all the other 100’s of things crammed into my head!
I very much doubt if the engineering generations to come will get to work on such a diverse range of
equipment that I have but then who can foresee the future. For me it has been a fantastic ride, started
when I was a six year old, staring into the rear cover of my Fathers Murphy radio, watching the
glowing valves in wonder.
However, as exciting as it was, I still get a similar feeling of awe, watching the young engineers of
today putting together gold plated modules that process so much information in such a small space.
It makes me envy the skills and talents of our young engineers but then, they will no doubt, also feel
the same envy when they have advanced in years and see the youngsters in their time.
That will only happen of course if the country keeps supporting Engineering and recognising its
young Engineers!

A shot of me in Milan receiving my gift after 35 years of service
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At my celebration at Luton Hoo for 40 years of service
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40 Years of Service Certificate

I finally retired from Selex (Now Leonardo) on the 14th of October 2016.
But not from Electronics as I have many things to make and do at home, just look at www.g4cnh.com .
I also like to play and sing some of the songs I wrote and remember two good friends George Hearn and
Matt Ross (Organist and Pianist extraordinaire). Be patient – large MP3 file!
MASTER RECORDING_Dec_2021.mp3
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